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SUSTAINABILITY 
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DESIRABILITY 
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33% 



33% 
OF ITALIAN CONSUMERS WHO PURCHASE COLOR 

COSMETICS CHOSE NATURAL PRODUCTS 
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ETHICS CLEAN 





58% 



58% 
OF CHINESE AGREE ARE WILLING TO 

PAY MORE FOR ETHICAL BRANDS 



ETHICS TRANSPARENT CLEAN 



https://www.elcompanies.com/%7E/media/Files/E/Estee-Lauder/resources-and-reports/reports/ELC_Citizenship_Sustainability_Report_FY17.pdf
https://loreal-dam-front-corp-en-cdn.damdy.com/ressources/afile/165320-80369-resource_pdf-progress-report-2017.pdf
https://r.lvmh-static.com/uploads/2018/06/lvmh-2017_social-responsibility-report.pdf
https://www.apgroup.com/sg/en/dam/misc/2017_AMOREPACIFIC_SR_English__.pdf
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ETHICS TRANSPARENT 
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SUSTAINABILITY 
     X 
DESIRABILITY 



YOU'RE NEXT ... 
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L’Oréal : Integrating sustainability in its structure and 
KPIs 



"No company is 
perfect and we 

strive daily to get 
closer to the ideal 
vision that all Lush 

people share."  

Lush : It’s not about being perfect, it’s about 
transparency 



Beauty Counter: engaging to change their vision of 
doing business 



Danone : A mission to improve the world  



Align your business model 
with your values 

Sell products that make sens 
and that enrich your values 

Innovate and improve with 
your values in mind 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP 
ECODESIGN 

Patagonia : Infusing the brand vision at the product 
level... 



… and change the entire sector 



SPICE Members 

SPICE CO-FOUNDERS 

SPICE CORPORATE MEMBERS SPICE ASSOCIATED MEMBERS 
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…to improve the environmental 
performance of the entire packaging 
value chain. 

Why SPICE? 

37 

SPICE is an initiative that brings together organizations in the 
 cosmetics industry to work towards a common goal:  

to collectively shape the future of sustainable 
packaging. 

SPICE will develop and publish 
 business-oriented methodologies and data to 
support resilient decision-making… 



Raw materials 

Manufacturing 

Distribution 

Use / Reuse 

End-of-Life 

SPICE’s methodological focus 

SPICE’S 
METHODOLOGICAL 
FRAMEWORK 

Environmental footprint assessment 

Initial database of materials 

Initial database of processes 

Transportation, storage 

End-of-life evaluation method 

CHALLENGES & 
OPPORTUNITIES IN 
PACKAGING LIFE CYCLE 

STEP 1 STEP 2 

o Recycled materials 
o Bio-based plastics 

o Finishing and decoration processes 

o Tertiary packaging and distribution 

o Reuse / Recharge / Refill 
o Take-back programs 

o Recycling disruptors 
o End-of-life streams by country 

o Functional unit 
o Life cycle stages 
o Environmental indicators  
o Methods to be applied 
o Scoring (normalization & weighting) 



Absolute sustainability 
No Compromise On Your Commitments  



Level of commitments > 
Aligned to the Planetary Boundaries 



Metrics-based and scientific > 
don’t have to see it - but essential to your legitimacy 



STRATEGIC 
MARKETING 

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 

R&D + PACKAGING 
ENGINEERS 

OPERATIONAL MARKETING / BRAND 
COMMUNICATION 

BRIEF-SCOPE-DEFINE DESIGN-PILOT-EXECUTE PRODUCE - DELIVER BUY - USE MONITOR 

Need: Consumer insight data 
and red light/green light 

indications on eco-design 
performance 

Need: KPIs  Need: Metrics  Need: On-pack info, digital tools, 
credible sustainability messages 

Metrics-based and scientific approach > 
Deeply embedded in product development  
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All-In Shift >  
Full Value Chain 100% committed = 100% deployment  



Clients engagement >  
Strengthen your positioning by engaging and connecting your community 
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Why does nail polish have a bad reputation when it comes to formulas and 
sustainable development? 
 
・ Environmental impact 
It is usually formulated with 60% to 70% of volatile solvents.  
The industrialization release thousands of Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOC’s) into the atmosphere. 
 
・ Health impact 
Traditional nail polish contains numerous chemicals.  
European regulations (that are among the strictest worldwide) already 
banned the most toxic and harmful ones: formaldehyde, phthalate, toluene, 
etc. 



How can we be more responsible? 
 
・ Green chemistry 
Social and environmental pressure push the industries to develop cleaner 
and more eco-friendly processes. 
 
Today, using plant-based and renewable raw materials to industrialize nail 
polish is possible. Ingredients are selected on sanitary, environmental and 
technical requirements. 
 
 



How can we be more responsible? 
 
 Examples: 
 
PURE color 
- Nail polish up to 84% plant-based  
- Made from natural origin renewable 
raw materials (cotton, maize, potato, 
wheat and manioc) 
- Zero compromise on hold: 5 days 
wear.  



How can we be more responsible? 
 
 Examples: 
 
Lavender nail polish remover 
- Made with 100% natural origin 
ingredients: lavender essential oil, 
sweet almond oil, corn and sugar cane-
based solvents 
- Completely acetone and ethyl acetate 
free. 



How can we be more responsible? 
 
・ Water-based nail polish  
Long-term solution, however restrained by 2 factors: 
1. Chemical industries do not provide the right ingredients soluble in water 
2. Less attractive because not as long-lasting as traditional nail polish 
3. Less profitable: the water base represents only 4% of the whole 
production (unattractive volumes) 



How can we be more responsible? 
 
AQUA nail 
- Nail polish up to 54% water-based, 
made without solvents. 
- Odorless and no VOC’s released into 
the atmosphere. 
- Covering texture, shiny and easy to 
apply. 
- Respectful of nail’s beauty and health. 
 
 Only compromise: top coat required 
for the polish to last (3 days)  
 



How can a brand remain desirable meanwhile transparent? 
 
“We are not perfect, but we work on improving ourselves every single day”- 
nailmatic’s manifesto 
 
・ Be careful of misnomers and green washing 
Using aggressive marketing techniques can be harmful for the brand; an 
“organic nail polish” DO NOT EXISTS according to Cosmébio Label.  
We talk about plant-based products. 
 
Consumers are looking for honesty and transparency from brands. Not 
telling the truth can backfire very quickly, especially with social media. 



Why did we marketed nail polish as a fashion accessory? 
 
・ Color sells! 
Beautiful and colorful products are always more attractive for consumers.  
 
The key is not to neglect environmental and health issues. 
 



Why did we marketed nail polish as a fashion accessory? 
 
Committing to transparency and putting quality made in France products on 
the market establish nailmatic as a stable and durable brand. 



THANK YOU 
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